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Abstract

This paper deals with the orders of input/output equations satis�ed by nonlinear systems. Such
equations represent di�erential (or di�erence, in the discrete-time case) relations between high-
order derivatives (or shifts, respectively) of input and output signals. It is shown that, under

analyticity assumptions, there cannot exist equations of order less than the minimal dimension
of any observable realization; this generalizes the known situation in the classical linear case.

The results depend on new facts, themselves of considerable interest in control theory, regarding
universal inputs for observability in the discrete case, and observation spaces in both the discrete

and continuous cases. Included in the paper is also a new and simple self-contained proof of
Sussmann's universal input theorem for continuous-time analytic systems.

1 Introduction

Previous papers by the authors, see [39, 40], studied various relationships between realizability

of continuous-time systems and the existence of algebraic or analytic input/output di�erential
equations. These are equations of the form

E
�
u(t); u0(t); u00(t); : : : ; u(r)(t); y(t); y0(t); y00(t); : : : ; y(r)(t)

�
= 0 (1)

that relate inputs u(�) and outputs y(�). Such equations, and their discrete-time analogues,

are of interest in identi�cation theory, and arise also naturally in the \behavioral" approach
to systems (see e.g. [42]). They provide a natural generalization of the autoregressive moving-

average representations that appear in linear systems theory, where E is linear (in that case,
the Laplace transform of the equation leads to the usual transfer function).

The papers [39, 40] dealt with the relationships between the existence of such equations
and the possibility of realizing the corresponding input/output operator u(�) 7! y(�) by a state

space system of the general type

x0(t) = f(x(t)) + G(x(t))u(t) ; y(t) = h(x(t)) (2)
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whose state x(t) evolves in an n-dimensional manifold. (Precise de�nitions are given later; for

the rest of the introduction we give an informal discussion. The main assumption will be that
all functions appearing are analytic.)

A question that has not been su�ciently studied, and was not addressed in [39, 40] is that
of comparing the order r of an i/o equation (1) to the minimal possible dimension n of a

realization (2). In discrete-time, for the analogous equations

E (u(t); u(t � 1); u(t� 2); : : : ; u(t � r); y(t); y(t� 1); : : : ; y(t� r)) = 0: (3)

and systems

� : x(t + 1) = f(x(t); u(t)); y(t) = h(x(t)); t = 0; 1; 2; : : : (4)

it was known for a long time (see [28]) that one may have r < n, even if the system in Equation

(4) is minimal. It turns out, perhaps surprisingly, that this cannot happen in the continuous
time case: we prove here that if there is a minimal realization of dimension n then no i/o

equation can have order less than n. Moreover, we show that the result holds true also for
discrete-time systems that are reversible, that is, those for which the controls induce one-to-one

maps on the state space (the examples in [28] were not reversible).

The results in [39, 40] depended on a important equality among observation spaces. The

latter are sets of functions on the state space which are obtained by performing di�erent kinds
of \experiments" with the system and extracting in�nitesimal information from the observed

data. The basic fact needed was established in [38], and it related the space obtained by using
piecewise constant controls (and derivatives of the output function with respect to switching

times between constant pieces) to the space obtained when using instead di�erentiable inputs
(and the corresponding jet of derivatives of the output at time zero). The new results given in

this paper depend on new facts, themselves of considerable interest in control theory, regarding
subspaces obtained by application of \generic" smooth inputs.

The results in this paper were announced, and their proofs were sketched, in the conference
paper [32] (and for discrete time in [41]). To be more precise, in [32] we derived our results from

an equality between observation spaces which is somewhat weaker than the corresponding one
proved here, namely, instead of the current Lemma 2.1, we only had that dF(x) = dF�(x) for

generic jets � and for generic states x. This is all that is needed in order to establish the desired
results on orders of i/o equations. However, while this journal version was being written, Coron

in the paper [5] showed that the equality can be strenghtenned, so that it holds for all (not
merely generic) states (but still generic �). Since it turns out that the stronger equality can in

fact be obtained with essentially the same proof as in [32], we now present the result directly in
that form. (Since we are only interested in analytic systems, we can use elementary facts from

analytic geometry to present a simpler approach to the problem than in [5]; in that reference
the techniques of proof are very di�erent, as the focus is on applications to feedback control
problems for smooth systems. See also [31] for remarks on applications of results of the type

proved here to path-planning and feedback.)

In the development of the new observation space results, we needed to extend to discrete-
time the well-known and fundamental theorem by Sussmann on universal inputs for distin-

guishability of continuous-time analytic systems. It turned out that our proof also applies
in continuous time, so we also give in this paper a new and simple self-contained proof of

Sussmann's theorem.
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Another set of results that arose naturally while studying the problems in this paper, and

which are included here, deal with the relationships among various alternative notions of ob-
servability, especially those proposed in the context of the di�erential-algebraic approach to
control theory. We are able to characterize, for instance, the notion of observability proposed

in [10, 9] in terms of more standard local observability concepts.

1.1 Other Related Work

In addition to the references already mentioned, work by many authors is related to the topic

of i/o equations and realizability; see for instance [6, 13, 36]. In particular, [7, 8] showed that
one must add inequality constraints to (1) in order to obtain a precise characterization of the

behavior of a state-space system, unless stronger algebraic conditions hold. In [26, 37, 4], local
i/o equations were derived under nondegeneracy rank conditions, for smooth systems, under

observability assumptions. The notions of observation space and algebra that we employ were
introduced for discrete time systems in [28], and their analogous continuous-time versions were
given in [2, 3].

1.2 Outline of Paper

In Section 2 we introduce continuous-time systems and a technical result on observation spaces
for generic jets. Certain special cases for which stronger conclusions can be given, namely

bilinear and rational systems, are also studied there. In Section 3, we de�ne universal inputs,
and relate their properties to the results on equality of observation spaces and to the orders of

i/o equations. The following Section has a proof of the main technical results stated in Section
2 and 3. After this, Section 5 provides the discrete-time results. There are also two Appendixes
with some technical lemmas needed in the proofs.

2 Observation Spaces for Continuous Time Systems

In this section we �rst discuss several natural ways of de�ning observation spaces for continuous
time systems, and then we explore the relationships between the di�erent de�nitions.

2.1 Observation Spaces

Consider an analytic system:

� :

8><>: x0(t) = g0(x(t)) +
mX
i=1

gi(x(t))ui(t) ;

y(t) = h(x(t)) ;

(5)

where for each t, x(t) 2 M, which is an analytic (second countable) manifold of dimension n,

h : M �! IR is an analytic function, and g0; g1; : : : ; gm are analytic vector �elds de�ned on
M. Controls are measurable essentially bounded maps u : [0; T ] �! IRm de�ned on suitable

intervals. In general, '(t; x; u) denotes the state trajectory of (5) corresponding to a control u
and initial state x, de�ned at least for small t.

In the special case in whichM = IRn and the entries of the vector �elds gi's (on the natural

global coordinates) and of the function h are rational (with no real poles), we call (5) a rational
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system. If, in addition, the entries of the gi's and h are polynomials, we call (5) a polynomial

system.

For a given continuous time system, let F be the subspace of functionsM �! IR spanned

by the Lie derivatives of h in the directions of g0; g1; : : : ; gm, i.e.,

F := span IR

n
Lgi1

Lgi2
� � �Lgir

h : r � 0; 0 � ij � m
o
: (6)

This is the observation space associated to (5); see e.g. [30], Remark 5.4.2. For each x 2 M,

let F(x) denote the space obtained by evaluating the elements of F at x.

For each � 2 F , we may consider its di�erential d�, seen as a 1-form. For each x 2 M, we
let dF(x) be the space of covectors de�ned by

dF(x) = fd�(x) : � 2 Fg :

We also let dF be fd� : � 2 Fg as a space of 1-forms.

A related construction is as follows. First of all, let IRm;1 =
Q1

i=1 IR
m endowed with the box

topology, for which a base of open sets consists of all sets of the form
Q1

i=1 Ui, where each Ui is
an open set of IRm. A generic subsetW of IRm;1 is one which contains a countable intersection

of open dense sets. It can be easily shown that with the above topology, IRm;1 is a Baire space;
thus a generic subset is always dense.

Now for any � = (�0; �1 ; : : :) in IRm;1, we de�ne

 i(x; �) =
di

dti

�����
t=0

h('(t; x; u)) (7)

for i � 0, where u is any control with initial values u(j)(0) = �
j
. The functions  i(x; �) can

be expressed, {applying repeatedly the chain rule,{ as polynomials in the �
j
= (�

1j
; : : : ; �

mj
)

whose coe�cients are analytic functions (rational functions if the system is rational) of x. Take

the single input case (for simplicity of notation) as an example. The functions are:

 0(x; �) = h(x);

 1(x; �) = Lfh(x) + �0Lgh(x);

 2(x; �) = L2
fh(x) + �0(LgLfh(x) + LfLgh(x)) + �2

0
L2
gh(x) + �1Lgh(x);

and so forth. For instance, for single-input single-output linear systems x0 = Ax + bu; y = cx;

 
l
(x; �) = cAlx+

lX
i=1

�
i�1

cAi�1b; l = 0; 1; : : : :

For each �xed � 2 IRm;1, let F� be the subspace of functions fromM to IR de�ned by

F� = span IR f 0(�; �);  1(�; �);  2(�; �); : : :g ; (8)

and let F�(x) be the space obtained by evaluating the elements of F� at x for each x 2 M.
Let dF�(x) be the space of covectors given by

dF�(x) = fd (x; �) :  2 F�g ;
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for each x 2 M. For instance, for linear systems, d 
l
(x; �) = cAl, and

dF�(x) = span fc; cA; cA2; : : :g;

which is independent of � (and x). We also let dF� be fd (�; �) :  2 F�g, seen as a space of

covector �elds.

Clearly, for each �, F� is a subspace of F , and therefore, for each x also dF�(x) is a subspace
of dF(x). The main result in [38] says that

F =
X
�

F� : (9)

This equality is fundamental in establishing results linking realizability to the existence of i/o
equations, in [39] and [40]. In intuitive but less rigorous terms, the equality in (9) can be inter-

preted as follows. We consider the successive derivatives y(0); y0(0); y00(0); : : : expressed as func-
tions of x(0) and u(0); u0(0); u00(0); : : :. For particular controls u(t), the y(0); y0(0); y00(0); : : :

are just functions of x; taking the span of all such functions, over all possible smooth controls,
one obtains the right hand side of (9). On the other hand, taking all possible piecewise con-

stant instead of smooth controls, and taking derivatives with respect to the times at which the
controls switch values, one obtains the space F in the left hand side of (9).

The following is a technical result for continuous time systems, which will help in deriving

the desired facts about i/o equations.

Lemma 2.1 Assume that (5) is an analytic system. Then there exists a generic subset W of
IRm;1 such that

F(x) = F�(x) (10)

and

dF(x) = dF�(x) (11)

for every x 2 M and all � 2 W .

Remark 2.2 The above conclusions are also true if instead of the box topology one uses the
weak topology on IRm;1. This is the topology for which a basis of open sets consists of all sets
of the form

Q1
i=1 Ui, where each Ui is an open subset of IRm and only �nitely many of them

are proper subsets of IRm. Clearly, the weak topology is coarser than the topology used before.
With this topology, IRm;1 is again a Baire space. We will remark at the end of the proof of

Lemma 2.1 in section 4, that that conclusions of Lemma 2.1 also hold for the weak topology.

Remark 2.3 The conclusions in Lemma 2.1 do not always hold for every � 2 IRm;1. Consider

as an illustration the following bilinear system:

x01 = x2; x02 = x2 + x1u; y = x2 : (12)

For this system, F = span fx1; x2g, thus, F(x) 6= 0 for all x 6= 0. But on the other hand, we
have

 0(x; �) = x2;  1(x; �) = x2 + x1�0 ;

and in general,  
k
(x; �) = Pk(x; �0; �1 ; : : : ; �k�2) + x2�k�1 , where Pk is some polynomial.

Clearly, for every x = (x1; x2) for which x1 6= 0, one can �nd a solution � recursively for the

equations  i(x; �) = 0 for i � 0. Hence, as long as x1 6= 0, there exists some jet � such that
F�(x) = 0, which is therefore di�erent from F(x) if x 6= 0. 2
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2.2 Algebraic Formulation

In this section, we assume for simplicity that M = IRn; we could work with more general
manifolds, but this would complicate notations, and in any case we will only need to apply the

results given here locally. We say a function � is a meromorphic function if � = p
q
, where p and

q are analytic functions de�ned on M, and q 6� 0. (Note that this global de�nition is di�erent

from the local de�nition usually given, see e.g. [17]. It will be enough for our purposes.) For
each function � 2 F , d� is a covector �eld de�ned on M. If � is a meromorphic function

de�ned on M, then �d� is a well de�ned 1-form on some open dense subset of M, and any
�nite sum of such partially de�ned covector �elds is de�ned on a common open dense set. Thus,
we may introduce the subspace ddF of the cotangent space de�ned by

ddF := span IRx
fd� : � 2 Fg ;

where IRx is the �eld of meromorphic functions de�ned on M. Similarly, one can de�ne, for

each � 2 IRm;1, the space ddF� by

ddF� := span IRx
fd� : � 2 F�g :

Note that there are natural identi�cations ddF ' dF 
 IRx and ddF� ' dF� 
 IRx.

Since M = IRn, we can identify elements of ddF with vectors (�1(x); �2(x); : : : ; �n(x)) of

meromorphic functions de�ned on M. The dimension of ddF over IRx is the size of the largest
matrix that can be formed out of such vectors and has full rank, i.e. has a minor which is not

zero as a function. That is, dimIRx
ddF is the same as max

x2M
dim dF(x). A similar argument can

be made for each dF�(x); together with Lemma 2.1, we can then conclude:

Corollary 2.4 For any analytic system, ddF� =ddF for all � in a generic set of IRm;1. 2

Yet another object is obtained if one views instead the elements

 i(x; U) (13)

as rational functions, (in particular polynomials) on the formal variables U = fUijg, whose

coe�cients are functions of x, as opposed to seeing them as functions of x for each numerical
choice Uij = �

ij
. We proceed as follows. Let

K = IR
�
fUij : 1 � i � m; j � 0g

�
be the �eld obtained by adjoining the indeterminates Uij to IR, and let

Kx = IRx

�
fUij : 1 � i � m; j � 0g

�
be the �eld obtained by adjoining the indeterminates Uij to IRx. We then let F be de�ned as

the subspace of Kx spanned by the functions  i over the �eld K, i.e.,

F := spanK f i : i � 0g :

Thus, F consists of �nite linear combinations
P
qi(U) i(x; U), where the qi(�) are rational

functions on the variables fUijg. Such a linear combination can be seen as a rational function

on the fUijg whose coe�cients are meromorphic functions of x (and hence also meromorphic
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functions), thus elements of Kx. The di�erentials (with respect to x) of elements of Kx are

viewed as rational functions in fUijg, whose coe�cients are (in general, partially de�ned)
covector �elds. Finally we de�ne

cdF := spanKx
fd :  2 Fg :

Then Lemma 2.1 implies the following:

Corollary 2.5 For any analytic system, dimIRx
ddF = dimKx

cdF.
Proof. Clearly dimKx

cdF � dimIRx
ddF . On the other hand, dimKx

cdF = max� dimRx
ddF�. The

desired conclusion then follows from Corollary 2.4.

2.3 Bilinear and Rational Systems

Now consider a bilinear system,

x0 = A0x+
mX
i=1

uiAix

y = cx;

where A0; A1; : : : ; Am are n�n matrices, and c is an 1�nmatrix. For each multiindex i1i2 � � � ir,

Lgi1
Lgi2

� � �Lgir
h(x) = cAirAir�1 � � �Ai1x :

Note that  i (as de�ned in (7)) is also linear in x for each i; for instance, in the single input
case (for simplicity of notations),

 2(x; �0 ; �1) = c(A0 + �0A1)
2x + �1cA1x :

It follows that, in the bilinear case,

dimF = dimdF ; and dimF� = dimdF� ;

from which the following conclusion follows:

Corollary 2.6 For a bilinear system,

F = F� and dF = dF� (14)

for every � in a generic subset of IRm;1. 2

Remark 2.7 We would like to point out that this Corollary does not hold in general. The
following simple example shows that for a general nonlinear system, F and F� (respectively,

dF and dF�) may not be the same for any �, even though the two spaces ddF and ddF� are the
same.
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Example 2.8 Consider the system:

x0 = x3 + x2u; y = x:

It is easy to see that

y = x; y0 = x3 + x2u;

y00 = 3x5 + 5x4u + 2x3u2 + x2u0;

and in general, y(k) = (2k�1)!!x2k+1+pk(u; u
0; : : : ; u(k�2); x)+x2u(k�1); where pk is a polynomial

in x of degree less than or equal to 2k. It can be seen that

F = span
n
x; x2; x3; : : :

o
:

However, x2 62 F� for any � for the following reason: Assume that

x2 =
kX

i=0

ai i(x; �)

for some k and some a0; a1; : : : ; ak. Then ai = 0 for i � 2, for otherwise the degree of x in the
left hand side would be higher than 3. Thus the above equation becomes

x2 = a0x+ a1(x
3 + x2�0)

which is impossible. This shows that F� 6= F for any � even though, in this case, ddF = ddF� =

span IRx
fdxg for all �.

In this example, it is also true that dF 6= dF� for any �. This can be shown as follows: If

dF = dF�, then 2xdx 2 dFu. From here it would follow that x2 = �1(x; �)+�2(x; �)+� � �+�l+c
for some elements �

i
2 dF� and some constant c 2 IR. But it can be seen from the above

argument that this is impossible. 2

Assume now that (5) is a rational system. De�ne A (A�, respectively ) as the IR-algebra

(K-algebra, respectively) generated by the elements of F (respectively F�). Then we de�ne the
observation �eld Q (Q�, respectively) as the quotient �eld of A (Au, respectively). We have

the following conclusion for rational systems, in analogy to the above conclusion about bilinear
systems:

Corollary 2.9 For a rational system,

trdegIRQ = trdegIRQ� ;

for each � in a generic subset of IRm;1. 2

3 Observability and Universal Inputs in Continuous-Time

Consider an analytic system (5). Fix any two states p; q 2 M and take an input u. We say p

and q are distinguished by u, denoted by p 6�u q, if h('(�; p; u)) 6= h('(�; q; u)) (considered as
functions de�ned on the common domain of '(�; p; u) and '(�; q; u)); otherwise we say p and

q cannot be distinguished by u, denoted by p �u q. If p and q cannot be distinguished by any
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input u, then we say p and q are indistinguishable, denoted by p � q. If for any two states,

p � q implies p = q, then we say that system (5) is observable. (See [30], Chapter 5.)

An input u is called a universal (distinguishing) input for system (5) if every distinguishable

pair can be distinguished by u. The existence of universal inputs was �rst studied in [15] for
bilinear systems, in [27] for analytic systems with compact state spaces, and for arbitrary

analytic systems in [34] for the continuous case. In this work, we will provide a di�erent and
simpler proof of the general result in [34]. (Also, we later give a discrete time version.) We now

state the result to be proved.

For each T > 0, we consider C1[0; T ] endowed with the Whitney topology, that is, the
topology for which a neighborhood base for each function u(�) 2 C1[0; T ] consists of the sets

of the following form:

Uu;k;� = fv 2 C1[0; T ] : max
0�i�k; t2[0;T ]

jv(i)(t)� u(i)(t)j � �g

for some k � 0 and some � > 0. This is well-known to be a Baire space (see [14]). By a generic
subset of C1[0; T ] we mean a subset of C1[0; T ] containing a countable intersection of open

dense sets.

Theorem 1 (Sussmann's Universal Input Theorem) For any analytic system, and any �xed

T > 0, the set of universal inputs is a generic subset of C1[0; T ].

Proposition 3.1 There is always an analytic universal input for any analytic system. 2

We will provide proofs of Theorem 1 and Proposition 3.1 in section 4.1.

Consider the following more general class of systems:

x0(t) = f(x(t); u(t)); y(t) = h(x(t)) ; (15)

where for each t, x(t) 2 M, an analytic manifold of dimension n, and f and h are analytic
functions. Controls are measurable essentially bounded maps: u : [0; T ] �! IRm, for some
T = Tu > 0. We apply the same de�nitions of distinguishability, observability and universal

inputs as for system (5) to system (15). One can then generalize to systems of type (15)
the conclusion of Theorem 1, by means of the following argument. We consider the following

system:
x0(t) = f(x(t); z(t)); z0(t) = u(t) ;

y(t) = h(x(t)) :
(16)

By Proposition 5.1.11 in [30], one knows that if (x1; x2) is a distinguishable pair for (15), then
x1; x2 can be distinguished by a di�erentiable (in fact, an analytic) control u. It then follows

that for (16), the pair (�; �), where � = (x1; u(0)) and � = (x2; u(0)), is distinguished by u0(t).
On the other hand, if for (16), the pair ((x1; w); (x2; w)) is distinguished by u, then for (15),

(x; z) is distinguished by the control w +

Z t

0
u(s) ds. Therefore, (x; z) is a distinguishable pair

of (15) if and only if there exists some w 2 IRm such that ((x; w); (z; w)) is a distinguishable
pair for (16). Applying Theorem 1 to system (16), we proved the following conclusion:

Corollary 3.2 The universal inputs for system (15) form a generic subset of C1[0; T ], for any

T > 0. 2
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3.1 Other Notions of Observability

In the following, we study relationships among several alternative notions of \observability"

that have been proposed by various authors.

Take an open subset U of M and any two points p; q 2 U . If for every input u,
h('(t; p; u)) = h('(t; q; u)) for each t for which '(T; p; u) and '(T; q; u) are both de�ned

and in U for all 0 � t � T , then we say that p and q are U -indistinguishable (see e.g. [29]).

Fix a point p. If for every neighborhood Up there is a neighborhood Vp � Up so that for
any q 2 Vp, the condition that q and p are Up-indistinguishable implies p = q, then we say the
system (5) is locally observable at p. If (5) is locally observable at every point p, then we say

(5) is locally observable. If there is an open dense set U �M such that (5) is locally observable
at every point p of U , then we say (5) is generically locally observable. See [29] for details on

local observability and related concepts such as the slightly di�erent de�nition in [26]. The
following fact is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.10 and facts (2.4) and (2.8) in [29]:

Proposition 3.3 An analytic system (5) is generically locally observable if and only if
maxx dim dF(x) = n. 2

Proposition 3.4 Let M = IRn and let (5) be an analytic system. Then the following are
equivalent:

1. The system is generally locally observable.

2. dimKx
cdF = n.

3. dimIRx
ddF = n.

Proof. The maximum dimension of dF(x) is the same as the dimIRx
ddF . This shows that (1)

and (3) are equivalent; (2) is equivalent to (3) by Corollary 2.5.

For a polynomial system, the  i(x;U)'s (as de�ned in (13)) are polynomial functions of both

x and U . We say that a polynomial system is weakly algebraically observable if each coordinate
xi is algebraic over the �eld K(f i : i � 0g) (= IR(fUij ;  k; i = 1; : : : ; m; j; k � 0g)). It follows

that � is weakly algebraic observable if and only if dimK(x)
cdF = n, where K(x) is the �eld of

rational functions overK. (This is proved as follows: The dimension condition is equivalent, by
[18], Theorem III of III.7, to the property that the transcendence degree ofK0 = K(f i : i � 0g)

over K should be equal to n. On the other hand, we have the inclusions K � K0 � K(x), so
trdegKK0+ trdegK0

K(x) = n. Thus the dimension is n if and only if trdegK0
K(x) = 0, i.e., i�

K(x) is algebraic over K0.) By Proposition 3.4, we have the following:

Corollary 3.5 A polynomial system is weakly algebraically observable if and only if the system
is generically locally observable. 2

The notion of weakly algebraic observability used here was called \weak observability" in

[28]. The same notion was used in [10], and extended to cover implicit systems as well.
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3.2 Orders of I/O Equations in Continuous Time Case

3.2.1 State Space Systems

We say that a state space system � admits an i/o equation such as

A(u(t); u0(t); : : : ; u(k�1)(t); y(t); y0(t); : : : ; y(k)(t)) = 0 ; (17)

where A is a nonzero analytic function from IRk � IRk+1 to IR. if (17) holds for every initial
state x, every Ck i/o pair (u; y) of (5), and all t such that y(t) is de�ned. The order of an

equation (17) is de�ned to be the highest r � k such that

@

@�r
A(�0; : : : ; �k�1; �0; �1; : : : ; �k)

is not a zero function.

For a given system �, we de�ne �(�) to be the lowest possible order of an i/o equation that

� admits. In case that there is no such i/o equation, �(�) is de�ned to be +1.

Theorem 2 Assume � is an n-dimensional analytic system. If � is generically locally observ-

able, then �(�) � n. If, in addition, � is a rational system, then �(�) = n.

Proof. Let U � M be an open subset di�eomorphic to IRn. We consider the restriction of � to

U . This system is still generically locally observable, and an equation for � is also an equation
for the restriction. So without loss of generality, we assume from now on that M = IRn.

Assume that �(�) = k < 1 and � admits i/o equation (17) of order k. For each integer

i � 0, let

Ai =
@i

@�ik
A(�0; : : : ; �k�1; �0; �1; : : : ; �k) :

Claim: There exists an i, such that Ai is not an i/o equation of �.

We prove the claim as the follows: Assume that Ai is an i/o equation of � for every i. Then

for any �xed i/o pair (u; y) and any �xed t, it holds that

Ai(u(t); : : : ; u
k�1(t); y(t); : : : ; y(k)(t)) = 0

for all i. Thus, as a function of �
k
for these �xed values u(t); : : : ; y(k�1)(t), all derivatives of

A(u(t); : : : ; uk�1(t); y(t); : : : ; y(k�1)(t); �
k
) (18)

evaluated at �
k
= y(k)(t) vanish. It then follows from the analyticity of A that (18) vanishes

for all values of �
k
. Let ��

k
be such that the function

~A(�0; : : : ; �k�1; �0; : : : ; �k�1) := A(�0; : : : ; �k�1; �0; : : : ; �k�1 ; ��k)

is not a zero function. Clearly it holds that

~A(u(t); : : : ; u(k�1)(t); y(t); : : : ; y(k�1)(t)) = 0 (19)

for all i/o pairs of �. If one can show that ~A does not depend on �
k�1

, then one concludes that
~A = 0 is an i/o equation for �. For this, we proceed as follows: First of all, (19) holds for all
i/o pairs of (u; y) if and only if the following holds:

~A(�0; : : : ; �k�1 ;  0(x; �); : : : ;  k�1
(x; �)) = 0

11



for all x 2M and all �. Note here that  
i
does not depend on �

j
for j � i. It follows that for

any ��
k�1

,
~A(�

0
; ��

k�1
;  

0
(x; �); : : : ;  

k�1
(x; �)) = 0

for all x and all �. Finally, pick ��
k�1

such that

�A(�0; : : : ; �k�2 ; �0; : : : ; �k�1) := ~A(�0; : : : ; �k�2 ; ��k�1 ; �0; : : : ; �k�1 ; ��k)

is not a zero function. Then �A = 0 is an i/o equation of order k� 1 for �. This contradicts the

assumption that �(�) = k. The claim is thus proved.

Now let r � 1 be the smallest number for which Ar = 0 is not an i/o equation for �. Replace

A in (17) by Ar�1. Evaluating (17) at t = 0, the equation implies the identity:

A(�
0
; : : : ; �

k�1
;  

0
(x; �); : : : ;  

k
(x; �)) = 0 : (20)

Since A1 = 0 is not an i/o equation of �, it follows that

A1(�; : : : ; �k�1 ;  0(x; u); : : : ;  k
(x; �)) 6= 0 : (21)

Combining (20) and (21), one sees that d 
k
is a linear combination of d 0 ; : : : ;  k�1

over

Kx, therefore, cdFk = cdFk�1, where cdFk is the subspace of cdF spanned by d 0 ; d 1 ; : : : ; d k
.

Di�erentiating (17) with respect to time, one sees that for any i > 1, it holds that

A1(u(t); : : : ; u
(k�1)(t); y(t); : : : ; y(k)(t))y(k+i)(t)

= Ai(u(t); : : : ; u
(k+i�1)(t); : : : ; y(t); : : : ; y(k+i�1)(t))

for every i/o (u; y) of �, where Ai is some analytic function. Thus, by induction, one can show
that cdFk+i = cdFk�1. It then follows that dimKx

cdF � k.

On the other hand, by Proposition 3.4, one knows that dimKx
cdF = n. Therefore, � cannot

admit any i/o equation of order lower than n.

If � is a rational system, then an easy elimination argument shows that it admits at least

one i/o equation of order n (cf. [39]); therefore, �(�) = n.

3.2.2 I/O Operators

Next we consider i/o equations for i/o operators rather than for state space systems. By an i/o

operator we mean an i/o map given by a convergent generating series. For detailed de�nition

of i/o operators, we refer the reader to [40]. We say an i/o operator F satis�es an i/o equation
(17) if every Ck i/o pair (u; y) of F satis�es (17).

For any given operator F , we de�ne �(F ) to be the lowest possible order of an i/o equation
for F . Again, in case that there is no i/o equation for F , �(F ) is de�ned to be +1.

An operator F is said to be realized by an initialized analytic system

(M; x0; fg0; g1; : : : ; gmg; h)

if every i/o pair (u; y) of F satis�es the equations

x0(t) = g0(x(t))u(t) +
mX
i=1

gi(x(t))ui(t); x(0) = x0;

y(t) = h(x(t))

12



for t small enough.

Let �(F ) be the Lie rank of F . It has been known that F is realizable if and only �(F ) <1,
and the dimension of any canonical realization for F is �(F ), cf [11] and [33]. Here, by a

canonical realization we mean a realization by an accessible and generically local observable
system.

Proposition 3.6 Assume that F is an i/o operator. Then:

(a) �(F ) � �(F );

(b) if there exists a rational canonical realization for F , then �(F ) = �(F ).

Proof. It was shown in [40] that if �(F ) < 1, then �(F ) < 1. Thus we may assume that
�(F ) < 1, and in this case, one knows that F is realizable by some canonical system � =

(M; x0; fg0; g1; : : : ; gmg; h).

By Remark 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 in [40], one knows that F admits i/o equation (17) if and only

if (17) holds at any point t at which u(k�1)(t) exists. Combining this fact with the accessibility
of the system, one sees that F admits i/o equation (17) if and only if (20) holds for � for all

x in an open subset N of M and for all �. On the other hand, it can be seen that (20) holds
for all x 2 N and all � for system � if and only if (17) is an i/o equation for � as a system
restricted to N . Applying Theorem 2, we obtain the desired the conclusion.

4 Proof of Lemma 2.1

In this section, we will prove Lemma 2.1. We will show �rst that there exists a generic subset
W1, so that

F(x) = F�(x) (22)

for all x and � 2 W1, and then that there is a generic subset W2 so that

dF(x) = dF�(x) (23)

for all x and all � 2 W2. Then we just let W =W1
T
W2.

Proof of �rst part. For system (5), let

B := fx 2 M : F(x) = 0g :

To prove (22), we consider, for each subset N of the open subset MnB, the following set:

GN : = f� 2 IRm;1 : 	(x; �) 6= 0; 8x 2 Ng ;

where 	(x; �) = ( 0(x; �);  1(x; �); : : :)
0.

To prove the desired conclusion, it is enough to show that GN is open dense whenever N is

a compact subset ofMnB (since MnB can be written as a countable union of such subsets).
In the following we let N be a �xed compact subset of MnB, and we just write G instead of

GN . To show that G is dense, we need the following fact.

Let r > 1 be an integer. For each �xed vector �r = (�0 ; �1 ; : : : ; �r�1) 2 IRmr, we say that

� = (�1 ; �1 ; : : :) 2 IRm;1 is an extension of �r if �
i
= �

i
for each i 2 [0; r � 1].

13



Lemma 4.1 Let x0 2 M and let �r be a �xed vector in IRmr. If 	(x0; �) = 0 for every

extension � of �r , then x 2 B.

The proof of the above lemma will be given in Appendix A. We now return to show that
G is dense. Take any open subset U of IRm;1; without loss of generality, we may assume that

U = U0 � U1 � � � � � Ul � � � �, where each Ui is an open subset of IRm. For each integer r > 0,
let U r =

Qr�1
i=0 Ui. For each �

r 2 U r, de�ne

B�r := fx 2 N : 	r(x; �
r) = 0g

where 	r(x; �
r) = ( 

0
(x; �);  

1
(x; �); : : : ;  

r�1
(x; �)) for any extension � of �r. Note that

	r is well de�ned because  
i
(x; �) does not depend on �

j
for j � i. For each �nite jet �, B�

is an analytic subset of N , i.e. a set de�ned by analytic equalities. As a consequence of the

Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (in the form given for instance in Thm. 2.7, Cor. 3 of [17]),
one knows that analytic subsets of a compact set satisfy a descending chain condition. That
is, if A1 � A2 � � � � � Al � � � � are analytic subsets of a compact set, then there exists some

r > 0 such that Aj = Ar for all j � r. From here it follows immediately that there is a minimal
element B�� of the family fB�g in the sense that B�� = B� whenever B� � B�� . Assume now that

�� 2 U r provides such a minimal element.

Claim: B�� = ;.

Assume that the above claim is not true. Then there exists some x0 2 N such that
	r(x0; ��) = 0. Pick such an x0. By Lemma 4.1, there exists some extension � of �� such
that 	(x0; �) 6= 0, so there exists some l > r such that  

l
(x0; �) 6= 0. Write

�l = (��0 ; ��1 ; : : : ; ��r�1 ; ��r ; : : : ; ��l�1) 2 IRml :

Note that (��0 ; ��1 ; : : : ; ��r�1) 2 U r by construction. For these �xed ��0 ; : : : ; ��r�1 and x0, the

function  
l
(x0; �) does not depend on �

j
for j � l, and is analytic in (�r ; �r+1 ; : : : ; �l�1).

Since it does not vanish at (��r ; : : : ; ��l�1), there is also some

(~�r ; ~�r+1 ; : : : ; ~�l�1) 2 Ur � Ur+1 � � � � � Ul�1

such that, for ~� := (��0 ; : : : ; ��r�1 ; ~�r ; : : : ; ~�l�1),  l
(x0; ~�) 6= 0 for any extension ~� of ~�, and

hence, 	l(x0; ~�) 6= 0. So x0 2 B�� n B~� . Also, obviously B~� � B�� , since ~� is an extension of
��. This contradicts the minimality of B�� . So we proved that 	r(x; ��) 6= 0 for all x 2 N , as

claimed.

Take any extension � 2 U of �r to an in�nite jet. Then 	(x; �) 6= 0 for all x 2 N , that is,

G \ U is not empty for any open subset U of IRm;1. Since U was arbitrary, one concludes that
G is dense.

To prove the openness of G, let

Gr = f�r 2 IRmr : 	r(x; �
r) 6= 0; 8x 2 Ng :

By compactness of N , Gr is open. Let Gr = Gr � IRm;1. Then Gr is open. Since G =
S1
r=1 Gr,

it follows that G is open.

Proof of second part (equation (23)). Clearly dF�(x) � dF(x) for all x and �, and, for each

� 2 IRm;1, dF�(x) = dF(x) if and only if

ker dF(x) = ker dF�(x) : (24)
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We now let bB = f(x; v) 2 TM : v 2 ker dF(x)g

Then TMn bB is open. Let b	(x; v; �) = ( b 
0
(x; v; �); b 

1
(x; v; �); : : :)0, where b 

i
(x; v; �) =

d 
i
(x; �)v. To prove the desired conclusion, it is enough to show that there exists a generic

subset W of IRm;1 such that for any � 2 W , b	(x; v; �) 6= 0 for all (x; v) 62 bB. For this, it is
enough to show that for any compact subset cN of TMn bB, the set

bG bN := f� 2 IRm;1 : b	(x; v; �) 6= 0; 8 (x; v) 2 cNg
is open dense. We now �x a compact subset cN of TMn bB, and write bG instead of bG bN . Similar

to the proof of part 1, we need the following conclusion to prove the density property of bG. The
proof of the conclusion will again be provided in the Appendix A.

Lemma 4.2 For any given �xed point (x; v) 2 TM, if b	(x; v; �) = 0 for all extensions � of

�r, for some �r 2 IRmr , then (x; v) 2 bB.
To show the density of bG, we take any open subset U of IRm;1. Again, without loss of

generality, we can assume that U = U0 �U1� � � �� Ul� � � �, where each Ui is an open subset of

IRm. Using the same notions for �r and U r as used before, we de�ne

bB�r :=
n
(x; v) 2 cN : b	r(x; v; �

r) = 0
o

where b	r(x; �
r) = ( b 0(x; v; �);

b 1(x; v; �); : : : ;
b 
r�1(x; v; �)) for any extension � of �r . For

each �nite jet �, bB� is an analytic subset of cN (with the obvious analytic manifold structure

on the tangent bundles). Using the same argument as before, one knows that there exists a
minimal element of the family f bB�g. Let � 2 U s be such that bB� is a minimal element.

Claim: b	s(x; v; �) 6= 0 for all (x; v) 2 cN .

Assume that the claim is not true. Then there exists some (x0; v0) 2 cN such thatb	s(x0; v0; �) = 0. By Lemma 4.2, there exists some extension � of � such that b	(x0; v0; �) 6= 0.

This means there exists some l � s such that b l(x0; v0; �) 6= 0. By analyticity of b l, one knows
that there exists some

(~�s ; ~�s+1
; : : : ; ~�

l�1
) 2 Us � Us+1 � � � � � Ul�1

such that, for ~� := (�0 ; : : : ; �s�1 ; ~�s ; : : : ; ~�
l�1

), b	l(x0; v0; ~�) 6= 0. So (x0; v0) 2 bB� n bB~�.

Also, obviously bB~� � bB� , since ~� is an extension of �. This contradicts the minimality of bB� .
So we proved that b	r(x; v; �) 6= 0 for all (x; v) 2 cN . Noting then that for any extension � of

�, b	(x; v; �) 6= 0 for any (x; v) 2 cN , we conclude that G
T
U 6= ;. This proves the density of

G.

To prove the openness of bG, we again letbGr = f�r 2 IRmr : b	r(x; v; �
r) 6= 0; 8(x; v) 2 cNg :

By compactness of cN , bGr is open. Let bGr = bGr � IRm;1. Then bGr is open. Since bG =
S1
r=1

bGr,
it follows that G is open. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is then complete.

Finally, we remark that also with respect to the weak topology on IRm;1, GN and bG bN are

still open and dense. Density is obvious, as they are dense with respect to a stronger topology.
The openness of GN and bG bN follows from the compactness of N and cN . Thus, the conclusions

of Lemma 2.1 also hold with respect to the weak topology on IRm;1.
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4.1 Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we provide a proof for Theorem 1.

To study observability for system (5), we consider the following system:

�0 = ~g0(x) +
mX
i=1

~gi(x)ui ;

y = ~h(�) ;

(25)

where

� =

�
x

z

�
2M�M; ~gi(�) =

�
gi(x)

gi(z)

�
; 0 � i � m;

and ~h(�) = h(x)� h(z). Clearly, x 6�u z for system (5) if and only if � 6�u 0 for system (25).
Thus, to prove Theorem 1, it is enough to establish the following conclusion:

Proposition 4.3 Assume that for an analytic system (5), the i/o map induced by the zero
initial state is a zero map, that is, h �'(t; 0; u) = 0 for all t and all u. Then for any T > 0, the

set
G = fu 2 C1[0; T ] : x 6�u 0 if x 6� 0g :

is a generic subset of C1[0; T ].

Proof. Let B := fx : x � 0g. Then Mn B is an open subset of M. To prove Proposition 4.3,
it is enough to show that for every compact subset N of MnB, the set

GN = fu 2 C1[0; T ] : x 6�u 0 for all x 2 Ng

is an open dense subset of C1[0; T ].

Note that for u 2 C1, x 6�u 0 if  i(x; �) 6= 0 for some i, where � = (�0 ; �1 ; : : :) 2 IR1 with

�
i
= u(i)(0), and  i is as de�ned in (7) for each i. Also, by Theorem 3-1.5 in [19], one knows

that for x 2 M, if F(x) = 0, then x 2 B. This means that for each x 2 N , F(x) 6= 0. Thus, by
Lemma 2.1, there exists a dense subset G of IRm;1 such that 	(x; �) 6= 0 for all x 2 N and all
� 2 G.

To complete the proof of Proposition 4.3, we need to show that GN is an open dense subset
of C1[0; T ].

Take �! 2 C1[0; T ], and let U be a neighborhood of �!. Without loss of generality when

showing the density of GN , we may assume that

U =

�
! 2 C1[0; T ] : max

0�i�k
jw(i)(t)� �!(i)(t)j < �; t 2 [0; T ]

�
;

for some integer k � 0.

Let �� := (��0 ; ��1 ; : : :), where ��
i
:= �!(i)(0), and let W be the open subset of IRm;1 de�ned

by:

W =
n
� 2 IRm;1 : j�i � ��

i
j < �e�T ; i � 0

o
:

As W
T
G 6= ;, there exists some � 2 W such that 	(x; �) 6= 0 for all x 2 N . By compactness

of N , there exists some r > 0 such that

	r(x; �
r) 6= 0; for any x 2 N : (26)
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Without loss of generality, one can always assume that r > k.

Now let �!0(t) := �!(t)�
r�1X
i=0

��
i

i!
ti. Note then that �!(i)(0) = 0 for all 0 � i � r� 1.

Finally, we de�ne

!(t) := �!0(t) +
r�1X
i=0

�
i

i!
ti :

Then, for 0 � i � k and 0 � t � T , we have

jw(i)(t)� �!(i)(t)j =
r�1X
j=i

j�
j
� ��

j
j

j!
tj�i �

1X
j=0

j�
j+i

� ��
j+i
j

j!
tj

< �e�T et � � :

Thus, ! 2 U .

On the other hand, (26) implies that for every x 2 N , there exists some i � r� 1, such that

di

dti

�����
t=0

h('(t; x; w)) 6= 0 :

From here it follows that x 6�! 0 for every x 2 N , that is, ! 2 GN . This proves that GN is
dense.

We then conclude the proof of Proposition 4.3 by noting that the openness of GN follows
from the compactness of N .

Proof of Proposition 3.1: As indicated in the begining of this section, it is enough to show the

following:

Assume that for an analytic system (5), the i/o map induced by the zero initial
state is a zero map, that is, h � '(t; 0; u) = 0 for all t and all u. Then there exists

some analytic input u such that x 6�u 0 for all x 6� 0.

Proof. Consider the following open subset of IRm;1:

U = U0 � U1 � U2 � � � �

where Ui = (�1; 1) for all i � 0. By Lemma 2.1, there is at least one jet � in U such that

F�(x) = F(x), from which it follows that

	(x; �) 6= 0 ; 8x 6� 0 : (27)

Now let

u(t) =
1X
i=0

�
i

i!
ti :

Then u is an analytic function and u(i)(0) = �
i
. By (27), one knows that x 6�u 0 for all x 6� 0.
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5 Main Results for Discrete Time Systems

In this section, we discuss our main results for discrete time systems.

5.1 Basic De�nitions for Discrete Time Systems

We consider analytic systems as in Equation (4, where for each t, x(t) 2 M, an analytic

manifold and u(t) 2 IRm. We assume that h : M! IRp and f : M� IRn ! M are analytic.
If M = IRn, and the entries of f and h are rational functions with no (real) poles, then we call

(4) a rational system. A system � will be called reversible if f(�; u) is one-to-one, for each �xed
u 2 IRm. (Reversible systems are a more general class than the systems usually called invertible

in the discrete-time controllability literature, for which one makes the stronger requirement
that f(�; u) is a di�eomorphism of M, for each u. Invertible systems arise naturally through
the sampling of continuous-time systems in digital control, by integrating ows over a sampling

period; their controllability properties where studied in, among other papers, [20, 12, 21, 24,
22, 23, 1].)

For each control sequence ! 2 IRkm, we de�ne f! : M ! M inductively by f e(x) = x

for the empty sequence e and f!u(x) = f(f!(x); u). We also let h! := h � f!. For � =
(�0 ; �1 ; ; : : :) 2 IRm;1, we let H�(x) := (h(x); h�0(x); h�0�1(x); : : :).

Two states p and q are said to be distinguished by � 2 IRm;1, denoted by p 6�� q, if

H�(p) 6= H�(q). A discrete time system is said to be observable if any two distinct states p
and q can be distinguished by some �. See [27] for detailed introduction to observability and

related concepts, and in particular [25] for results on observability of discrete-time systems.

For an analytic system, we de�ne the observation space of � as the following subspace of
the space of analytic functions de�ned on M:

F = span IR fh
! : ! 2 IRmr; r � 0g :

This space plays an important rule in studying observability of discrete time systems, see e.g.
[28] and [27]. See also [16] for related algebraic structures.

Associated to the above space, for each x 2 M we let dF(x) be the subspace of the cotangent

space at x de�ned by
dF(x) = fd�(x) : � 2 Fg :

In analogy to the continuous time case, we de�ne, for each � = (�0 ; �1 ; : : :) 2 IRm;1, the
following subspace F� of analytic functions:

F� = span IR fh; h
�0 ; h

�0�1 ; : : :g :

For each � 2 IRm;1 and each x 2 M, we also consider

dF�(x) = fd� : � 2 F�g :

Clearly, F =
P

� F� and dF(x) =
P

� dF�(x) for each x. Here we will need the following result:

Lemma 5.1 Assume that (4) is reversible and observable. Then there exist a generic subset
W of IRm;1 such that for each � 2 W ,

dF(x) = dF�(x) = IRn ; (28)

for all x in an open dense subset of M.
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The proof will be given later; it will rely on a result about universal inputs for discrete time

systems which is presented in the next section.

Assume now thatM = IRn. Still using the notations used in section 2.2, we introduce:

ddF := span IRx
fd� : � 2 Fg ; ddF� := span IRx

fd� : � 2 F�g :

From the Lemma, and using an argument analogous to that used in proving Corollary 2.4, we
have:

Corollary 5.2 For an analytic, reversible and observable system, ddF� = ddF for all � in a
generic set of IRm;1. 2

5.2 Observability and Universal inputs

An input sequence is said to be a universal input of a discrete time system � if it distinguishes

every distinguishable pair of �.

Theorem 3 Assume that (4) is analytic, reversible and observable. Then the universal inputs

of (4) form a generic subset of IRm;1.

Proof. First of all, we let

D := f(x; x) : x 2 Mg � M�M :

By observability, every pair (x; z) 2 (M�M) n D is a distinguishable pair of (4). For each
� 2 IRmr, we let �r(x; z; �) = h�(x) � h�(z), and we also let �0(x; z) = h(x; z). For each

� = (�0 ; �1 ; : : :), we de�ne

�(x; z; �) = (�0(x; z); �1(x; z; �0); �2(x; z; �1�0); : : :) :

To prove the desired conclusion, it is enough to show that for each compact subset N of

(M�M) n D, the set GN de�ned by

GN := f� 2 IRm;1 : �(x; z; �) 6= 0; 8(x; z) 2 Ng

is an open dense subset of IRm;1.

For each open subset U of IRm;1 given by U0�U1�� � �, consider, for each � 2 U
s =

Qs�1
i=0 Ui,

the subset B� of N de�ned by

B� = f(x; z) 2 N : �r(x; z; �) = 0g ;

where �r(x; z; �) = (�0(x; z); �1(x; z; �0); : : : ; �s(x; z; �)). Using the same argument as that
employed in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we know that there exists a minimal element B�� of the

family fB��g. Suppose �� 2 U r. We next show that �� distinguishes every pair (x; z) 2 N .
Assume that there would exist a pair (x0; z0) 2 N such that x0 ��� z0. Since (4) is reversible,

x1 6= z1, where x1 = f�(x0) and z1 = f�(z0). By observability of (4), one knows that there
exists some ~� 2 IRms such that x1 6�~� z1. Let b� = ~��� (concatenation of sequences), then it

follows that �r+s(x0; z0; ��~�) 6= 0. By the analyticity of �r+s when �xing x0; z0 and ��, one
knows that there exists some b� 2 Ur�� � ��Ur+s�1 such that �r+s(x0; z0; ��b�) 6= 0. This implies

that (x0; z0) 2 B�� nB��b� , which, in turn, implies that B��b� is a proper subset of B�� , contradicting
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the assumed minimality of B�� . Thus, we showed that �r(x; z; ��) 6= 0 for any (x; z) 2 N .

Clearly, any extension � of �� in U is an element of GN . This shows that GN
T
U 6= ; for any

open subset U of IRm;1. The density of GN is thus proved.

Again as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 for the continuous case, GN is open since N is compact.

In the statement of Theorem 3, we assumed more than we did in its continuous counterpart,

Theorem 1 (and also concluded slighly less). One of the extra conditions is observability. We
needed to impose this because the counterpart of Lemma 4.1 is not available in the discrete

time case. The discrete case analogy would be that any distinguishable pair is again carried
to a distinguishable pair by the ow of the system, no matter which input is applied. Unfor-
tunately, this not true in general. The following example, suggested by F. Albertini, shows

that distinguishable pairs can be carried to indistinguishable pairs. (Note that this can never
happen with analytic continuous time systems.)

Example 5.3 Consider the system

x(t+ 1) = x(t) + 1; y(t) = h(x(t)); (29)

where h(x) is de�ned by

h(x) =

(
sin�x
�x

if x 6= 0

1 if x = 0 .

Clearly the system is analytic and reversible. However, the distinguishable pair (0; 1) is carried

to an indistinguishable pair after t = 1. 2

Proof of Lemma 5.1: To obtain the desired conclusion, it is enough to show that (28) holds in
an open dense subset ofM for every universal input � (since universal inputs themselves form

a generic subset).

Fix any universal input �. By observability, one knows thatH(�; �) is a one-to-one map. Let
k = maxp dimF�(p). It is su�cient to show that k = n. But this is an immediate consequence

of Lemma B.1 (see Appendix B), applied to fh; h�0 ; h�0�1 ; : : :g seen as a family of maps.

5.2.1 Orders of I/O Equations

We say that the discrete-time system (4) admits the i/o equation such as that in Equation (3)

if (3) holds for all input/output pairs of (4) (for t � r and any possible initial state x(0)). The
order of the equation is r if

@

@�r
E(�0; : : : ; �k�1; �0; �1; : : : ; �k)

is not a zero function. For any given system �, we let �(�) be the lowest possible order of an

i/o equation that � admits. If there is no such equation, �(�) is de�ned to be 1. With exactly
the same method as used in the proof of Theorem 2, but using now Lemma 5.1, we conclude

as follows:

Theorem 4 Let � be an n-dimensional analytic system. Assume, further, that � is reversible

and observable. Then �(�) � n. If, in addition, � is a rational system, then �(�) = n.
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Remark 5.4 The result in Lemma 5.1 is false if the assumption of invertibility is dropped,

as discussed in [28]. As a consequence of this, the above conclusions may be false without the
invertibility assumption. To illustrate this, consider the following system of dimension 3:

x1(t+ 1) = u(t) ; x2(t+ 1) = x3(t) ;

x3(t+ 1) = x3(t)x1(t) + x1(t) + x2(t)u(t) ;

y(t) = x3(t):

This is an observable polynomial system. However, it admits an equation of order 2:

y(t) = y(t� 1)u(t� 2) + y(t� 2)u(t� 1) + u(t� 2);

Note that this system is not reversible. 2

A Proofs of two Lemmas

In this appendix, we will prove Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. For this, we need to recall some basic
de�nitions and properties of i/o operators de�ned by convergent generating series. For a detailed
study of generating series and i/o operators, we refer the reader to [40].

Let m be a �xed integer and I = f0; 1; : : : ; mg. For any integer k � 1, we de�ne Ik to be
the set of all sequences i1i2 � � � ik, where is 2 I for each s. We use I0 to denote the set whose

only element is the empty sequence �. Let I� = [1k�0I
k.

A generating series

c =
X
�2I�

hc; ��i��;

is a formal power series in the noncommutative variables �0; �1; : : : ; �m for some �xed numberm,
where we use the notation �� = �i1�i2 � � ��il for each multiindex � = i1i2 � � � il. The coe�cients

hc; ��i are assumed to be real.

We shall say that a power series c is convergent if there exist K; M � 0 such that

jhc; ��ij � KMkk! for each � 2 Ik, and each k � 0: (30)

For any �xed real number T > 0, let UT be the set of all essentially bounded measurable
functions

u : [0; T ]! IRm

endowed with the L1 norm. We write kuk1 for maxfkuik1 :; 1 � i � mg and kuk1 for
maxfkuik1 :; 1 � i � mg where ui is the i-th component of u, and kuik1 is the L1 norm of

ui, kuik1 is the L1 norm of ui. For each u 2 UT and each � 2 I l, we de�ne inductively the
functions

V� = V�[u] 2 C[0; T ]

by

Vi1���il+1 [u](t) =

Z t

0
ui1(s)Vi2���il+1(s) ds;

where V� = 1 and ui is the i-th coordinate of u(t) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m and u0(t) � 1.

For each formal power series c in �0 ; �1; : : : ; �m, we de�ne a formal operator on UT in the

following way:
Fc[u](t) =

X
hc; ��iV�[u](t): (31)
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If the series is convergent and (30) holds, then it is known that for any

T < (kuk1(Mm+M))�1;

the series (31) converges uniformly and absolutely for all t 2 [0; T ]. Let

VT := fu 2 Lm
1 : kuk1T < (Mm+m)�1g:

We refer the reader to [40] for the proof of the following lemmas:

Lemma A.1 Assume that c is a convergent power series. Then the operator

Fc : VT ! C[0; T ]

is continuous with respect to the L1 norm in VT and the C0 norm in C[0; T ]. 2

Lemma A.2 Suppose c is a convergent series. Then Fc[u] is analytic if u 2 VT is analytic.

For each convergent series c, we let, for each � 2 IRm;1 and each integer i � 0,

ci(�) =
di

dti

�����
t=0

Fc[u](t) ; (32)

where u is any smooth input with u(i)(0) = �
i
. Note that ci(�) is a polynomial in �, and ci(�)

doesn't depend on �j for j � i.

By Lemma 2.1 in [38], one knows that for a convergent series c, Fc[u] = 0 for every piecewise
constant input u if and only if c = 0. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that for each
piecewise constant function u, there exists a sequence fujg of analytic functions such that

kujk � kuk and uj ! u as j ! 1 in the L1 norm. By Lemma A.2, one concludes that
Fc[u] = 0 for every analytic input u if and only if c = 0. Since Fc[u] is analytic if u is analytic,

it then follows from (32) that for an analytic u with u(i)(0) = �
i
, Fc[u] = 0 if and only if

ci(�) = 0 for all i � 0. Thus we conclude that c = 0 if and only ci(�) = 0 for all � and all i. To

prove the desired conclusions, we need the following well known fact:

Lemma A.3 Assume that f is a continuous function de�ned on [0; t0] for some t0 > 0. Then
for any given integer r and any vector (w0; w1; : : : ; wr), there exists a L1-bounded sequence

of analytic functions fj de�ned on [0; t0], such that f
(i)
j (0) = wi for all i � r, and fj converges

to f in the L1 norm.

Proof. For the given vector Let bf(t) = f(t)�
rX

i=0

wit
i

i!
:

Without loss of generality, one may assume that bf(0) = 0. Otherwise, one can always choose a

L1-bounded sequence of continuous functions bfj converging to bf in the L1 norm and such thatbfj(0) = 0. Now one may apply Lemma 4.3 in [40] to bf to conclude that there exists a sequence
~fj converging to bf uniformly (hence also in L1 norm) with the property that ~f

(i)
j (0) = 0 for all

i � r. Then the functions

fj(t) := ~fj(t) +
rX

i=0

wit
i

i!

gives the desired sequence.

Combining the above conclusion and Lemma A.1, one proves the following:
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Lemma A.4 Assume that c is a convergent series, and that r is an integer. Let ��r be a given

vector in IRmr. If for every extension � of ��r, ci(�) = 0 for all i, then c = 0. 2

Proof of Lemma 4.1: For analytic system (5) and for each x 2 M, we de�ne a generating series

by letting
hcx; �

i1
�
i2
� � ��

ir
i = Lgir

� � �Lgi2
Lgi1

h(x) : (33)

By Lemma 4.2 in[35], such a series is always convergent, and it follows from Theorem 3-1.5 in
[19] that for any � 2 IRm;1,

 
i
(x; �) = ci(x; �) ; (34)

where

ci(x; �) =
di

dti

�����
t=0

Fcx [u](t) :

The conclusion of Lemma 4.1 then follows from Lemma A.4.

Proof of Lemma 4.2: For analytic system (5), instead of considering the series de�ned by (33),

we consider, for each (x; v) 2 TM, the series de�ned by

hd(x; v); �
i1
�
i2
� � ��

ir
i = dLgir

� � �Lgi2
Lgi1

h(x)v : (35)

Claim: For each (x; v), the series d(x; v) is a convergent series.

First of all, by Lemma 4.2 in [35], there is some constant M0 > 0 such that for
g0(x); g1(x); : : : ; gm(x); v 2 TxM, there exists some M0 > 0 such that���dLgi1

Lgi2
� � �Lgir

h(x)v
��� = ���LvLgi1

Lgi2
� � �Lgir

h(x)v
��� �M r+1

0 (r + 1)! : (36)

It is then not hard to see that there exist some constants K and M > M0 such that���dLgi1
Lgi2

� � �Lgir
h(x)v

��� � KM rr! ;

for all r > 0. Therefore d(x; v) is a convergent series for each pair (x; v).

For each smooth input u with u(i)(0) = �
i
, let

di(x; v; �) =
di

dti

�����
t=0

Fd(x; v)[u](t) :

Then it follows from (34) that

d 
i
(x; �) = dci(x; �) ;

from which it follows that

d 
i
(x; �) = di(x; �) :

Applying Lemma A.4 to the series d(x; �), one obtains the desired conclusion of Lemma 4.2.

B A Simple Consequence of the Rank Theorem

The next result is a simple and well-known consequence of the Rank Theorem; we include its
proof as it seems di�cult to �nd a precise reference. (We provide a somewhat stronger form

than needed, which applies in more generality, including to nonobservable systems.)
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Lemma B.1 Assume that H = fh� : Z ! IR; � 2 �g is a family of continuously di�erentiable

real-valued functions on an n-dimensional di�erentiable manifold Z, parameterized by a set �.
Then, there exists an open dense subset Z0 � Z with the following property: For each z0 2 Z0

there exist an integer r = r(z0), an open neighborhood V of z0 in Z0, and parameter values

�1; : : : ; �r, so that, for each parameter � 2 �,

h�(z) = F�(h�1;:::;�r(z)) 8z 2 Z0 ;

where h�1;:::;�r(z) := (h�1(z); : : : ; h�r(z)) and F� is some C1 function IRr ! IR. Moreover, the
rank of the di�erential of h�1;:::;�r(z) is r at all z 2 Z0 (so the nonempty �bres h�1�1;:::;�r

(q)
intersect Z0 at submanifolds of dimension n � r). In particular, if it is known that z 7!

(h�(z); � 2 �) is one-to-one on any open subset of Z, then r(z0) = n for some z0 2 Z0.

Proof. Consider for any s and any �1; : : : ; �s the rank ��1;:::;�s(z) of the di�erential of h�1;:::;�s
at z, and let �(z) be the maximum possible value of this rank over all s and �1; : : : ; �s. A point

z is regular if �(z) is constant in a neighborhood of z. The regular points form an open set by
de�nition, and it is an easy exercise to show, by induction on n; n� 1; : : : ; 1 that the set Z0 of
such points is also dense. Pick now any z0 in Z0, and let �(z0) = r. By de�nition of �, there

are parameters �1; : : : ; �r so that ��1;:::;�r(z) = r for all z in some neighborhood of z0. By the
Rank Theorem, there is a local change of coordinates so that, in some neighborhood V of z0,

h�i(z) = zi for i = 1; : : : ; r, and without loss of generality one may assume that ��1;:::;�r(z) = r

for all z in this same V . Now pick any � 2 �. If it were the case that @f
@zj

(z) is nonzero for some

z 2 V and some j > r then the map h�1;:::;�s;� would have rank r + 1 at z, contradicting the

choice of V . It follows that h� depends only on z1; : : : ; zr on this neighborhood, as desired.

Remark B.2 Observe that, when dealing with analytic mappings and Z connected, the rank
is constant on regular points, and one could pick the elements �1; : : : ; �r globally on an open

dense set. Also, in general this argument shows that locally there are always n control sequences
that (locally) distinguish states, even in the nonanalytic case. 2
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